
250 ml water
¼ teaspoon salt
50 gr butter     
75 gr flour       
2 big eggs
almond flakes (about an big handful)

250 gr crème pâtissière extra (cold)
2,5 dl whole milk
Half, split vanilla bean
3 egg yolks
60 gr fine granulated sugar
25 g corn-starch
25 gr butter

400 gr airy buttercream
3 egg yolks
120 gr fine granulated sugar
0,5 dls water
180 gr soft butter (get this out of the fridge the evening before or
before starting your puff pastry)

150g hazelnutpraline paste (or a high end Nutella-like hazelnutspread)

Puff pastry:

Filling:

PARIS-BREST
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Ingredients:



PARIS-BREST
P A S T R Y :  P U F F  P A S T R Y

First take five minutes to read through the recipe and indicate certain steps that seem
difficult.
Get all ingredients, weigh them and place them in reach. If you need some extra
structure, put the ingredients in the right order of use!
Heat the water and salt in a solid, big saucepan until it boils.
Don’t hesitate! Once the water boils, you can add the butter and let it melt. This is
where it gets all flaky. Brrr.
Sift the flour in the mixture while it still on the stove. You could use fluid flour, but
sifting is only a small gesture to avoid clumping problems. If you have to do several
things at the same moment, as holding your pot, stirring, holding the sift and putting in
the flour, it will seem as if you lack two arms and hands. You can also sift the flour in a
separate bowl and then add it in one movement. It is important to keep stirring the
batter with a spatula while adding the flour. Or at least immediately start stirring after
you added the flour.
Lower the stove towards a “middle” fire and continue stirring until the batter forms a
ball. If you are working with a rather old electric stove, this step may be hard. You could
preheat another cooking plate on your stove to just place the pot on the other one.
Make sure not to get burned while working at the stove. With gas or modern types of
stoves, the heating can be easily adapted. Take this into account! 
You continue stirring with a spatula until the – so important- ball of batter releases from
the saucepan. This means that the batter is just a tight ball.
Put the batter in a new bowl and let it rest for a few minutes. Two to three minutes is
enough or the time to prepare your oven tray.
Prepare the oven tray by greasing it with butter and then putting flour on it. You can
also put a paper lining or a silicon baking mat on the tray.
Finally put the batter in a piping bag and make circles on your tray. If you like it neat,
take a glass, slightly wet the edges and put it on the flour, with a paper lining you can
draw them or with a silicon mat you could draw circles in flour. I like it wild and
unregular, so I go freestyle. You can top them with almond flakes.
Finally put the tray in the oven (200°C) and let it bake for 25 minutes. If you made small
circles, you only bake it for 20min. Did you make one big circle? Then you add more
time, until 30 min. It is necessary to put a timer, because timeis essential. You cannot, I
repeat, CANNOT, open the oven while the pastry is baking. It is very tempting, especially
if you don’t have a light in your oven, like me, but if you open it, the air will escape and
the puff will go away. And you’ll have to start over again. Trust me, be brave, don’t open
the oven. After taking the pastry out of the oven, you let it cool before you fill them.
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Read the instructions and indicate key-moments
Measure all ingredients and make sure they are in reach when you need them.
Start with the crème pâtissière extra. Heat the milk and add the vanilla bean, let it boil.
Whisk the egg yolks with the sugar and cornstarch without the mixture getting bleak.
Remove the vanilla bean from the milk and slowly add the boiling milk to the egg
mixture while whisking it thoroughly. You’ll see that the mixture is getting thicker,
probably with some bubbles on it, but it doesn’t have the right consistency yet. The
aroma’s will be there though!
Pour the mixture through a sift into a saucepan and let it boil while continuing to whisk.
This is the moment when you’ll get the thick cream. Once it has the texture of a
pudding, the one you can buy in a shop or maybe the one your mum used to make on
Sunday, you take the pan of the heat source, add the butter and gently whisk until all
butter is dissolved. Put the cream in a plastic foil. I’d prefer to use a bowl (glass or
plastic) and put a foil on top of it. The foil is really necessary against the forming of a
layer, which you can’t use for the filling, and the drying out. Put it in the fridge.
Now make the buttercream.
Be careful with this one!
With a hand mixer or a fixed mixer, type KitchenAid, whisk the egg yolks on high speed.
Heat the water with the sugar on a low fire. If you have a food thermometer, check the
temperature, it should go until 118°C. I don’t have this fancy gadget yet, so I need to
rely on other ways of checking the temperature. Of course, you cannot put your fingers
into it, as it would burn right through the bone. You can look at the bubbles, the colour
and the thickness. There are phases of sugary water and you use a metal spoon to
check it. You’ll have to put the spoon in the sugar and then in icecold water. Then you
look at the result of those two actions. When a rather compact ball is formed, the
temperature is right. Personally, I’m a bit afraid to work with this technique, but as long
as you put it in icecold water, you shouldn't get burned. I prefer to look at the syrup and
guess if it is ok or not. This takes some practice and many failures. The syrup gets quite
thick with bigger bubbles, but the colour hasn’t changed. If you don’t want to fail, get a
thermometer. And wear heat resistant gloves.
Put the sugarsyrup on the eggmixture and continue mixing until it becomes a white,
liquid mass. This takes a while.
Put the butter in a bowl and mix it until it becomes a soft cream. My trick here is to put
the butter in a high measuring cup. There is less mess and it goes quite quickly.
Gently blend the eggmixture with the fluffed butter on low speed. Continue until it gets
airy.
Now we put all three creams (crème pâtissière, butter cream and hazelnutpaste)
together. Whisk until you get an even light brown colour.
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15. Put the filling in a piping bag with a nuzzle of your choice. Reuse my advise from
above!
16. Cut the puff pastry in half, fill the inside of the bottom half with the cream you just
made, you can be generous. Cover with the other half of the puff pastry.
17. To finish: shake some powdered sugar on top of the paris-brest and they are ready
to serve!
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